
Affirmations for July 3 to July 10

Today I invite Spirit to guide my every step.  I put aside fear and
doubt and allow Divine wisdom to lead me forward.  I listen to 
that still small voice within, knowing I am on a path that is 
bright with promise.

Today I spread kindness to all those I meet, knowing that a 
smile, a warm “Hello”, a call, a gift of flowers, a thoughtful 
word are mine to give to brighten the day for others.  I 
consciously weave a web of kindness knowing that Spirit leads 
me to be a joyful presence in all my relationships.

Today I choose to claim my greater good.  I welcome this day as
a gift from Spirit, knowing that I am here on Divine purpose. I 
focus my thought on positive action in my life, knowing that I 
am a co-creator with Spirit and that joy, love, health and 
abundance are mine to claim.  I say, “Thank you, God.”

Today I know that Love is the power of the universe and this 
power expresses in me and in every blade of grass, every 
creature on earth, every rock and every drop of the ocean, every 
singing bird and every star and planet.  The cosmos is powered 
by Love and this Love appears in every aspect of my life. 



Today I know that my body is a reflection of the beliefs I hold. I 
choose to see myself as vigorous, healthy and filled with energy.
I focus on wellness and invite Spirit to actively express through 
every cell of my body.  When I see what I desire in my mind’s 
eye, I affirm it with my words and open the door for miracles.

Today I consciously place my faith and energy in the Higher 
Power. I know that the Law of Attraction is always working for 
my greater good.  I focus on all the good in my life, knowing I 
am attracting greater good in every moment. knowing that I 
deserve all the good that is constantly flowing to me.  

Today I surrender to Spirit.  I know that Divine Guidance is 
always there for me and I let go of my old habits and beliefs and
open my mind to positive change.  The caterpillar does not know
it will become a butterfly but it is open to the possibility of 
transformation.  I know that I am on a journey of unlimited 
possibility.  



Today I celebrate the many gifts in my life and reach out with 
gratitude to my family and friends, letting them know how much
they are loved and appreciated.  I give thanks for Spirit 
expressing in, as and through me.  I give thanks for the rich 
tapestry of relationships that I have co-created with Spirit.

In this day I am fully present and at peace with the eternal flow 
of life.  I know that Divine Wisdom guides my path and leads 
me to make wise and healthy choices for my life.  I trust Spirit 
to lead me to take right action in every decision.  I live fully in 
this moment, experiencing peace, joy and love. 

Today I know that joy is my true nature.  I know that joy is 
always available to me, regardless of circumstances.  I trust 
Spirit and know that joy is always present and always available 
to be my experience.  Joy is the essence of Spirit and therefore is
the heart of my life.

Today I am conscious of the divine harmony in all life.  As I 
acknowledge that Spirit is the foundation of every aspect of my 
life, I open my heart to receive miracles.  I know that the Divine 
One is working in, through and around me to bring forth my 
highest good.

Today I see people through a lens of acceptance and love.  I 
create an atmosphere of love where all things flourish.  I do not 
need to be right.  I do not make judgements.  I fully open my 



heart to unconditional love. I am a channel for peace and 
understanding.  

Today I know that I am know that I am unfolding to a greater 
awareness of the Divine consciousness.  I experience my unity 
with all that is, knowing that Oneness is the truth of being.  I 
open my heart and mind to Spirit, knowing that I am co-creating
the manifestation of joy, peace and abundance in my life.

Today I claim my good.  I know that my good is my birthright 
and nothing can stand in its way.  I know that the universe is 
working for me and that there is nothing that is working against 
me.  I move towards my goal with joyful confidence, knowing 
that my good is at hand.


